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We shall prove that for every field K and for every Schubert subvariety Y’ 
of the Grassmann variety of r-dimensional subspaces of KS, 1 < r < s, 
9 has a homogeneous coordinate ring which is Cohen-Macaulay (and, 
consequently, normal). It follows that the Grassman varieties themselves 
have homogeneous coordinate rings which are Cohen-Macaulay unique 
factorization domains, and therefore Gorenstein. The ideal I of the afhne 
cone over 9 is defined over the integers, and we thus obtain a class of 
strongly generically perfect ideals, and numerous ideal-theoretic corollaries. 
By dehomogenizing, we recover the result that the ideals 1, considered 
in 18, 91 are strongly generically perfect, and, in particular, the result that 
the ideal of t by t minors of a matrix is strongly generically perfect. Our 
results are in the same investigative line initiated in [8, 91 since, at least in 
characteristic zero, the homogeneous coordinate rings considered are rings 
of invariants of reductive linear algebraic groups. 
I. LEMMAS ON PERFECT IDEALS 
We first give some results on perfect ideals. See [5, 7, 13, 141, for a detailed 
treatment of the notions of “generically perfect” and “strongly generically 
perfect” ideal or module. 
Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 below follow from Propositions 19, 20, and 18, 
respectively, in [9]. 
1 Research supported in part by NSF grant GP-8496. 
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LEMMA I. 1. If K is a field and I is a homogeneous ideal of the polynomial 
ring R = K[x, ,..., x,], then R/I is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if I is perfect, 
i.e., dh, R/I = grade I, where dh stands for homological (or projective) dimen- 
sion, and grade I is the length of the longest R-sequence contained in I (de$ned 
only when I is proper). 
Moreover, if f is a form of positive degree not a zerodivisor on I, then I is 
perfect if and on& if I + fR is perfect. 
LEMMA 1.2. If I is a homogeneous ideal in Z[x, ,..., x,], where Z is the 
integers and the xi are indeterminates, and Z[x, ,..., x,1/I is Z-flat (e.g., if I 
is prime and disjoint from Z), then I is strongly generically perfect of grade g if 
and only if K & I is perfect of grade g in K[x, ,..., xn] for every field K. 
LEMMA 1.3. If I and J are perfect ideals of grade g in a Noetherian ring R, 
and I + J has grade g + 1, then I + J is perfect if and only af I n J is perfect. 
(The hypothesis that I + J has grade g + I implies that I + J is proper; note 
also that I n J has grade g.) 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let I1 ,..., Ia be perfect ideals of grade g in a Noetherian 
ring R, and suppose that for each integer i, 1 < i < k, the sum of any i of these 
ideals has grade (g - 1) + i. Suppose also that the least family of ideals 
generated from I1 ,..., Ik under the operations + , n is a distributive lattice under 
+, n (this is automatic if k < 2). Then the following two conditions are equiv- 
alent: 
(1) The sum of every subset of the ideals I1 ,..., Ik is perfect. 
(2) The intersection of every subset of the ideals I1 ,..., I, is perfect, 
Proof. If k = 1 there is nothing to prove, and if k = 2 the result is 
Lemma 1.3. Proceeding inductively, we assume that k 2 3 and that the result 
holds for integers less than k. Then we can assume that both the sum and the 
intersection of any k - 1 or fewer of the ideals are perfect, and we need 
only show that Ii + ... + Ik is perfect if and only if 1i n ... n I, is perfect. 
The hypothesis of the theorem applies to the k - 1 ideals Ii + Ik ,..., 
Ik-i + Ik (with g + 1 replacing g), and it follows that the sum (and hence the 
intersection) of any k - 2 or fewer of these is perfect, and that the sum 
I1 + ‘.. + Ik of all of them is perfect if and only if the intersection of all 
of them is perfect. But their intersection, by distributivity, is 
Applying the case k = 2, we see that the last ideal is perfect if and only if 
(I1 n ... n Ikk-i) n Ik is perfect, as required. 
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2. THE RING GENERATED BYTHE MAXIMAL MINORS OF 
A MATRIX OF IND~ER~~NA~S 
Let R be a ring (where “ring” always means commutative, associative 
ring with identity) and let S be an extension ring of R. Let X =I (xij) be an 
Y by s matrix with entries in S (where r, s always denote positive integers 
such that r ,( s). We denote by R[Xjt] the subring of S generated by R 
and the t by t subdeterminants (or minors) of X, 1 < t < r. (If the term 
“minor” is used with no size indicated, then maximal or r by Y minor is 
meant.) Thus, R[X/l] = R[x& , and we abbreviate R[X/l] to R[XJ. 
If the xii are algebraically independent over R, we say that X is a matrix of 
indeterminates over R, and in this case we shall usually assume that 
S = R[X-J 
If p, p are integers and p < 4, let {p, q> be the set of integers m such 
that p < m < Q. Let A be the set of r element subsets of (1, s>. If X is an r 
by s matrix and a E A, we write X, for the minor of X determined by the 
columns of X whose numbers (counting from the left) lie in a. 
Let (ya : a E A) be @) indeterminates indexed by A. If X is a matrix 
of indeterminates over R, there is an R-homomorphism of the polynomial 
ring R[y& onto R[X/r] which maps ya to X, for each a E A. Let @a be the 
kernel of this homomorphism. Partially order A as follows: if a = {i1 ,..., i+-), 
ir < *.. <i,, and b = {{jr ,..., j,}, jr < ... <j,, then a < b if i, <it, 
1 < t < r. This induces a partial ordering on the set of indeterminates 
(y& and on the set of minors (X,), of the matrix of indeterminates X. 
If a, < ... < aK , we refer to the product yQ, .I. ya, (respectively, XG1 ... X,,) 
as a standard product of y’s (respectively, of minors of X). 
If 01 = 2.r )..,, i,. is a sequence of elements of (1, s), we define ya to be zero 
if there is a repetition in the sequence, and, if not, ya = (sgn p) ya , where 
a = (il ,..., i,.} and p is the unique permutation of (1, r) such that 
%4lf < ... -c G&t * 
If h = ;r )...) i,-I ) j, ,..., j,,, is a sequence of 2r elements in (1, s) and 
m E (0, Y - l), we define fh,m as follows: 
For each ordered partition P of (1, r + 1) into an r - m element set 
tm Y.-e, P,-nJ> Pl < ... -c PM72 f and an m f 1 element set (ql ,..., q&, 
91 < ‘.. < qmtl , let a(P) be the sequence 
. . 
21 ,.‘.> f+n 9 Ia, >--.> Jgren , 
let p(P) be the sequence 
i&+1 ,..., L , Pp, - jqm,, , 
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and let sgn P be (-l)p, where p = ciI,“pt . Then let 
fA.m = c (w) P)Ya(P)YLdP) 3 
P 
where the summation is extended over all partitions P of the type described 
above. Note that fA,m is either 0 or else a quadratic form in R[y,& . We 
observe: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be an r by s matrix of indeterminates over R. Then: 
(a) QLR = ker(R[y& + R[X/r]) is the ideal generated by the elements 
f,,m . (We refer to the elements ,fn,, as the standard quadratic relations on 
the minors of X.) 
(b) R[X/r] is a free R-algebra. In fact, a free basis for the kr-forms is 
the set ?f standard products of k minors of X. 
(c) aR = R C& C& , and R[X/r] = R gz Z[X/r]. 
(d) If Y = yal ... yal, is a given monomial, and Y’ = ybl .a. ybrr , 
b, < ... < b, , is any standard product which occurs with nonzero coefficient 
in the unique representation of Y module OZR as an R-linear combination of 
standard products guaranteed by (a) and (b), then b, precedes each of a, ,..., a, , 
and each of a, ,..., ak precedes b, . 
[Note: the coefficient of Y’ must be the image of an integer in R, since 
we can start with the representation of Y over Z and apply the canonical 
homomorphism Z-+ R to get the representation over R.] Hence, yal ... yak 
lies in the ideal generated by those yb such that b precedes each of a, ,..,, aR . 
Proof. The proofs of (a) and (b) are the same as those given in [lo, 
Chap. XIV], for the case where R is a field of characteristic zero (the assump- 
tion that R contains the rationals is needed only for the proof given in [lo] 
that all the quadratic forms fA,m are linear combinations of the quadratic 
forms fA,O ; we do not need to know this). For (c), note that 
0 - G& - Z[y& + Z[X/r] --f 0 
is an exact sequence of torsion-free (hence, Z-flat) Z-modules, so that 
0 + R Q& flz -+ R[y& -+ R 0.z Z[X/r] - 0 
is exact. Then A & Q& = azR[y,la = QZR and R & Z[X/r] g coker 
(G - WY&) zz RW71. 
Finally, (d) is established on p. 380 of [lo], although it is not stated. 
Ifp = (a, ,..., ad, let Y, = Ya, . . yak . A certain weight w(p) = xi”=, 2Q ai) 
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is assigned to each p, where C ai is the sum of the elements in ai . Given p, 
if Y, is not standard then yai < yai+, for some z’ E (1, K - 1). Let a = ai 
and b = ai+l , so that a < 6. It is shown in [IO] that module thefA,m we have 
where for each i, W(Q , di) < w(a, b), ci < a, b < di , and the ni are images 
of integers in R. If we make the substitution indicated for yayb in Y, then Y 
is expressed module r51!R as a linear combination over Im(Z -+ R) of monomials 
Y, with w(g) < w(p); moreover, if c is the first (respectively, last) term of 4, 
then c < a, (respectively, a, < c). If we iterate this procedure on the terms 
which occur that are not standard, it is clear that we must eventually reach 
the unique representation of Y, as an Im(Z+ R)-linear combination of 
standard products Y,(q = (b, ,..., b,), b, < ... < blc), and if c is the first 
(respectively, last) term of q, then c < a, (respectively, ak < c). If p’ is 
another k-tuple which is a permutation of p, then Y,, = Y, has the same 
representation as Y, : hence, each first term c precedes all the ai , 1 < i < k, 
and each last term c is preceded by all the ai , 1 < i < k. 
If B is any subset of A, we denote by aR(B) (respectively, B3,(B)) the ideal 
of R[y& (respectively, R[X/r]) generated by the elements {yb : b E B) 
(respectively, {X, : b E B}). W e shall write RB[X/r] for R[X/r]/B,(B). 
We are particularly interested in these ideals when B is an initial segment of 
A, i.e., if b E B and a < 6, then a E B. Let 9? be the set of initial segments 
of A. We shall show that if R = K, a field, then {G&(B): B ES?&?) is a class 
of ideals of unions of affine cones over certain standard Schubert varieties. 
Note that GTR( a) = GTs , and that aR(A) is the ideal of R[y,J,, (maximal 
if R is a field) generated by all the ya . 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be an Y by s matrix of indeterminates over R. Let B be 
an initial segment of A. 
G-4 Q&(B) = K4Rbola - WVI). 
(b) Iz,[X/r] is a free R-algebra and !EJ3,(B) is a free R-module. In fact, 
a free basis for the kr-forms in RJX/r] [respectively, 23,(B)] is the set of standard 
products of k minors whose jirst term is not (respectively, is) of the form yb 
for some b E B. [Since B is an initial segment, the jirst term is of the form yb 
for some b E B if and only if some term is of that form.] 
(c) GTR(B) = R & G&(B) and IP,[X/r] = R & Z,[X/r]. 
Proof. (a) is obvious from Lemma 2.1(a) and (b) will be clear once 
we have shown that the products specified as a basis for B,(B) span an 
R-submodule of R[X/r] which is an ideal. But if we multiply one of these 
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products by a monomial and express the result as a linear combination of 
standard products, the first term of each of these standard products will be 
a predecessor of an element of 3, by Lemma 2.2d, and therefore in B, 
since B is an initial segment. The result foilows. (c) is then proved in the same 
way that Lemma 2.1~ was proved. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The sets of ideals (s3,(B): B E 981 (respectively, 
P44B): B E @I) is a distributive lattice under f , n; in fact, the map which 
takes B to sR(B) (re.~ective~, am) is an ord~-preserving lattice iso- 
morphism from the lattice g of initial segments of A under V, n onto the lattice 
of ideals (Bt3,(B): B E ZZ?} (respectively, (O!,(B): B E a’>) uuder +, n. 
Proof. Let 4(B) = B,(B). That 4 is injective and takes unions to sums 
and intersections to intersections follows at once from the forms of the free 
bases for these ideals specified in Lemma 2.2b. It follows that $(B) is a 
distributive Iattice of ideals under f, n. If h: R[y& -+ Rs.[X/r], then 
h-l induces an isomorphism of the lattice of ideals of &,[X/Y] with the lattice 
of ideals of R[y& which contain OZR , and the parenthetical form of the 
corollary follows from the fact that we can compose this isomorphism with $. 
If R C S are rings, M is an r by s matrix over S, 1 < Y ,( s, and 
B C (I, s), let M 1s be the submatrix of M formed from those coiumns of M 
whose numbers are in B. Thus, M, = det(M in) for each a E A. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let R, S, and M be as above, let a E A, and let I3 = ( 1, s} - a. 
Let A == JW~ . Let D be the multiplicative system (1, A, A’,...} generated by A, 
which may be regarded as lying either in S or R[M/r]. Let * denote images 
the under natural map S -+ D-W. Th e ring D-l(R[M/r]) can be regarded as a 
subring of D-lS. If we so regard it, then: 
(a) D-l(R[Miy]) = T, where T denotes the subring 
R*Pf* IoF1 (M” lawns l/A*1 
of D-W. 
(b) Under this identification, ;f CC B then the ideal I generated by the 
t by t minors of (M* /J-l (M* jc) in T corresponds to the ideal J of D-l{ REM/r]) 
generated by those maximal minors of M* having at least t columns with 
numbers in C. 
Proof. It is clear that D--l(R[M/r]) C D-W. To show that the image is T, 
we first observe that the image is evidently generated by R*, l/A*, and 
the set (Mb*: b E A). The maximal minors of (M* ia)-” M* are precisely 
the elements ~~*~~~*, b E A, and hence lie in the image of D-l(R[~~r]). 
Now, ((M* i&r M*)I, = (M* la)-l (M* I,) is an Y by Y identity matrix. 
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It follows that each entry uii of M* IB is equal, up to sign, to a maximal 
minor of (M* la)-l M*: the minor formed from the column of uij and the 
Y - 1 columns of the identity matrix obtained by excluding the ith. Hence, 
each entry of M* lB lies in the image of D-l(R[M/r]), and 
T C Im D-l(R[M/r]). 
On the other hand, each Mb* can be written A*(n/r,*/M,*), and Mb*lMa* 
is a maximal minor of (M* 1,))’ M*. S ince this last matrix can be obtained 
from (M* l&t (M* 1s) by inserting columns of the identity matrix, its 
minors can be expressed in terms of the entries of (M* /J-r (M* 1s). This 
establishes (a). 
For part (b), we first note that IC J is clear. But any t by t minor of 
(M* I,)-’ (M* jc) is equal, up to sign, to the maximal minor of (M* l&l M* 
obtained by taking the columns of the given t by t minor (hence, t columns 
in C) and the columns of the identity matrix ((M* Ia)-l M*)l, whose 1 
entries lie in the Y - t rows which complement the t rows of the given t 
by t minor: this follows easily from iterated expansion by minors with 
respect to the columns of the constructed maximal minor which were taken 
from the identity matrix. This maximal minor of (M* ia)-r M* is a unit 
muitiple of the corresponding maximal minor of M*. It follows that J C I. 
3. PROOFOFTHE MAIN RESULT 
Our goal is to prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a field, and let Y be a Schubert subvariety of 
the Grassmannian of r-dimensional subspaces of KS, where 1 < r < s. Then 9’ 
has a homogeneous coordinate ring which is Cohen-Macaulay (and consequently, 
normal). 
COROLLARY 3.2. The Grassmann varieties themselves have homogeneous 
coordinate rings which are Cohen-Macaulay unique factorization domains, and 
therefore Gorenstein. 
(The corollary is immediate from [15, p. 371, [12], and Theorem 3.1.) 
Throughout this section K will denote a field and L an algebraic closure 
of K. Also, r and s will denote fixed integers with 1 < Y < s. Let 
0 C V, C ... C I’,. be the strictly ascending chain of subspaces of KS such that 
for each i E (1, Y), V,-,+r is spanned by the (si + 1)th through s,th standard 
basis vectors for KS. Since the chain of subspaces is supposed to be strctly 
ascending, we are assuming that 0 < sr < ... < s, < s. Let u = (sr ,..., s,.). 
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Let Y0 be the set of r-dimensional subspaces of KS which, for each 
i E (1, r), meet Vi in a subspace of dimension at least i. Then every 
Schubert variety is isomorphic to some pg. We refer to the Y0 as the 
standard Schubert varieties. If T = (0, l,..., Y - I), then Y7 = 9 is the 
Grassmann variety itself. If X is an r by s matrix of indeterminates over K, 
then K[X/r] is a homogeneous coordinate ring for the Grassmannian $9. 
Hence, the isomorphism K[y,]/aK s K[X/r] embeds the affine cone 
over 9 as a closed subvariety of affine Q-space. Let n = (F), If I is an ideal 
of K[y& , we denote by V(1) the algebraic set in Ln determined by I. Each 
standard Schubert variety Y;: then has an affine cone %a which can be regarded 
as a subvariety of V(&&), the affine cone over 9. In fact, if B, is the set of 
elements a E A such that for each i E (1, r), a (1 (1, si> has at least i elements, 
then it is easy to see that a necessary and sufficient condition for an 
r-dimensional subspace W of KS to be in 9r is that the Plucker coordinates of 
W corresponding to the elements Q of 3, vanish. (If M is an Y by s matrix over 
X whose row space is W, the Phicker coordinates of W, which are determined 
by W up to multiplication by a nonzero scalar, are the (z) numbers M, , 
a E A. The condition for W to be in Y0 is then Ma = 0 if a E B, .) Hence, 
%?O = V(0&#3,)) is the affine cone over Yw naturalIy contained in V(flK). 
We refer to the varieties ?ZO as the standard Schubert cones. Let ,Z be the set 
of u-tuples (sI ,..., s,) of integers with 0 < sr < .*. < s, < s. Theorem 3.1 
now takes the folIowing more concrte form: 
THEOREM 3.1*. For each a E 2, Ke,[X/r] is a Cohen-Macaulay integral 
domain, and hence a Cohen-Macaulay homogeneous coordinate ring for Y0 . 
Note that the statement that K,JX/ ] r is a Cohen-Macaulay domain is 
equivalent to the statement hat ~~(~~) is a perfect prime ideal, by Lemmas 
I.1 and 2.3a. 
We first observe: 
LEMMA 3.3. Jf B, B’ are subsets of A, then the following jive conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) BCB’. 
(21 @2B) c G@'). 
(3) 2/G&(B) C 2/G&(B’), where dI denotes the radical of I. 
(4) v&(w) c w%(B))* 
{S) The K-rational points of V(G&(B’)) C the K-rational points of 
V(~~(~)). 
Moreover, the result remains true if the symbol “c” is replaced throughout 
by the symbol ” =“. 
481/25/I-4 
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Proof. Clearly, if the statements are equivalent for “c” they are equiv- 
alent for “=“. (1) * (2) * (3) * (4) 3 (5) is obvious, and it suffices to 
show that (5) 2 (1). Suppose (1) is false and a E B - B’. Let a = {ir ,,.., &}, 
il < *.* < i, . Let M be the r by s matrix over K whose ii-th column is the 
t-th column of the r by r identity matrix, t E (1, r>, and whose other columns 
are 0. The Plucker coordinates (M,), derived from M (for the row space 
of M) give a K-rational point of V(G&(B’)) not in V(&(B)), which contra- 
dicts (5). 
We next observe that if u = (sr ,..., s,) E 2, then 
d(u) = (a + 1 ,a.., s, + 1) E A, 
and d: E-G A is a bijective map. Let 4 z= d-1. Then for each u E .Z, we 
have that 
B, = A - (aEA:d(u) <a>, (3.4) 
and it follows that B,, is the largest initial segment of A which does not 
contain d(a), that d(o) is the minimum element of B - B, , and that B u (d(cr}] 
is again an initial segment of A. 
If B is any initial segment of A, let ‘ZB , the affine cone corresponding 
to B, be defined as V(&(B)). Thus, GZO = ““Ps, . We then have 
B = 0 %,) 7 (3.5) 
a@ 
and so 
WI3 = n Ida) 
&B (3.6) 
Finally, note that if (r = ($r ,..., s,.) E C and T = (tr ,..., tr) E& then 
if we define max{a, r} as 
(max(s, , G,..., ma+, , 43, 
then max(u, of E rZ: as well, so that 
(a) B, U B, = B,, (0, 4, and 
(b) go C--I WT = Vmax (~,T>. 
Recalling Corollary 2.3, we may summarize as follows: 
(3.7) 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The lattices listed below are isomorphic in an obvious 
way. (K, L, r, and s are$xed.) 
(1) Unions of finite ~arn~~~es of st~d~d Sch~ert varieties UTK& (3, U. 
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(2) The aJ%ze cones qB, I3 E B’, over such unions under n, U. (The 
afine cone over the empty union M is VA , the origin.) 
(3) The initial segments .%’ of A under U, n. 
(4) The ideals C&(B), B E 9, under +, n. 
(5) The ideals B,(B), B EL@‘, under +, n. 
Un.d~ the isomorph~s~, YO t ga , 3, , @WC), d %@J co~~esp~d, 
and this determines the ~somorphi~s. 
The only azne cones WB which are varieties (i.e. irreducible) are those in 
{%‘n: u E Z:> and VA , and every VB, B # A, is a fkite irredundant union of 
the cones %‘= ig a u&qnce way. Moreover, the cages VO are closed under n. Of 
course, there are corresponding statements for each of the other lattices listed. 
Proof. We already know from Corollary 2.3 that the lattices listed in 
(3)-(5) are isomorphic, and the remaining isomorphisms follow from the 
definitions and Lemma 3.3. The final statements are consequences of (3.6) 
and (3.7). 
PROPOSITION 3.9. For each initial segm~t B of A, 6?,(B) (~e~ect~ve~, 
2&,(B)) is a radical ideal. For each u E 2, 6!?&3,) (respectively, !2&(BJ) is a 
prime ideal. 
Proof. The second statement follows from the first, and the paren- 
thetical form of the proposition follows from the direct statement for G&(B). 
Thus, we need only show that the ideals &$?) are radical. If the result is 
false, we can choose B maximal such that UK(B) is not radical. From (3.5) and 
Corollary 2.3, we have 
If each of the B4fa) is strictly larger than 3 then the result follows from the 
maximality property of B. If not, then B = B,(,) for some a $ B, and 
qG&(B) is a prime ideal (since c;pd,(B) defines a variety) not containing 
y == yG . By the maximality property of B, f&(B u (a)) = 6&(B) + (y) 
is radical, and contains O&(B), so that ~G&(B) C L&(B) + (y). But if 
s I= r + ty, where s E 1/O!&?), r E G&(B), and t E K[y,], , then ty is in 
the prime ideal y/G&(B) and y is not, so that t E 1/G&@), and it follows that 
From the homogeneous form of Nakayama’s lemma we can then conclude 
that ~~(~) = ~~~t3~, the required contradiction. (Note that we have 
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actually shown that, in the terminology of [9, $51, the ideals 0&(B), B E 9, 
form a principal radical system of ideals in the ring K[y& .) 
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3.1*, we need to know the 
grades of the ideals G&(B,). Since K[y& is Cohen-Macaulay, the grades 
of these primes are the same as their ranks (heights). But (cf. [lo, p. 3161): 
(a) dim Yc = rs - $r(r + 1) - i si, 
i=l 
so that 
(b) dim 5??= (rs - Be + 1) - i Si) + I, 
i=l 
(3.10) 
and 
(c) rank &#3,) = f:) - dim %‘0 = f(r, s) + $I sti , 
where u = (sl. ,..., s,) and 
.ftr> 4 = f:) + -j&Y + 1) - rs - 1. 
We shall denote the number f(r, s) + CI=, sa by g, . For fixed r and s the 
dependence of the grade g, of G&(&J on CT is now transparent: it is a constant 
-s-CL si * 
Proof of Theorem 3.1*. It remains only to prove that the ideais G&=(B,,) 
are perfect. If this is false, choose B, maximal so that f&&3,) is not perfect. 
Let a = d(a). Then y = ya 4 &@,) and G&(B,) is prime. It follows from 
Lemma 1.1 that #&(B,) + (y) and @#?,) are either both perfect or both not 
perfect. We shall show that G$#,) -+- (y) = o”t,{B u (a>) is perfect. Let 
u = (s, )..., s,). Define sTfl to be s and let P be the set of integers i E <l, r> 
such that s, + 1 < si+i . For each i in P let 
u(i) = (s, )...) k-1, si + 1, s&+1 ,*-a, s,). 
The condition that d E P is precisely the condition needed for u(i) to belong 
to 22 P is nonempty unless D = (s - r,..,, s - l), and in this case 
C&(B,) + (y) = (y,: a E A) is perfect and we are done. Hence, we shall 
assume that o # (s - r,..., s - l), and that P is nonempty. By the maxima&y 
condition on D we have that each of the ideals C&&,t~) is perfect, and also 
that the sum of any K of them is perfect of grade (g - 1) + R, where 
g = 1 + grade &.(B,). T o see this, let Q be the set of K elements of P which 
index the ideals being added. Let T = max(u(i): i EQ). Then the sum of 
the ideals is G&(23,), where 7 is strictly larger than tr. Clearly, 7 is formed 
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from 0 by increasing those si such that i E Q by 1, and it follows that the 
grade of &(B,) is K more than the grade of &(B,), by (3.10). By Corollary 2.3 
the ideals {Q&(B): B E g’> form a distributive lattice, and we can apply 
Proposition 1.4 to conclude that the ideal UZ = .!?ZiEP @K(B,(i,) is perfect. 
To complete the proof, we need only show that C! = &(B u {a}), or, 
equivalently, that if B = niEp B,(,) , then B = B, U {a}. 
It is clear that B, U {a} C B. Now suppose that b is in B but not in B, u {a}. 
Let b = {h, ,..., A,}, where 1 <h,<...<h,<s. Since b$B,, we have 
from (3.4) that a < b. Since b # a, there is a least integer j such that 
hj > sj + 1. If no element of P exceeds j, then we must have (sj ,..., s,) = 
(Sj , Sj + l,..., S - l), i.e., Sj+k = 3 s.+R, O<k<r--j, and s,=s-1. 
Then h, > hi + (Y - j) > (si + 1) + (r - j) = s, + 1 = s, a contradiction. 
Hence, we can assume that some element of P exceeds j: let i be the least 
such element. Since b E B,ci) , b has at least i + 1 elements in (1, si + 1). 
Since b has precisely j - 1 elements in (1, sj + l), it must have at least 
(i + 1) - (j - 1) elements in (si+r + 1, si + 1). Since i is the least element 
of P which exceeds j, the last set only has i - j + 1 elements, a contra- 
diction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1*, and hence also the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 (except for the parenthetical statement about normality). 
To obtain the arithmetic normality of the Schubert varieties as a corollary, 
we first observe: 
LEMMA 3.11. Let u be the image of XdcO) in the homogeneous coordinate 
ring S = &,,[X/Y]. Then S[l/u] is isomorphic to a localization of a polynomial 
ring over K. 
Proof. S[l/u] E K[YJ[u, l/u] by Lemma 2.5, where, if’ denotes reduction 
modulo OtK(B,), then Y = (X’ Id(,,))-l x’. Suppose u = (si ,..., sr). Then 
the (si + l)th column of Y is the i-th column of an r by Y identity matrix, and 
the rank condition imposed on x’ 1 (l,Sij by the vanishing of GIK(B,) implies 
that Y has zeros in the submatrix determined by the columns with numbers 
in (sip1 + 1, si) and the rows with numbers in (i, Y), 1 < i < r, where 
s,, is defined as 0 for convenience. Hence, Y has at most 
YS - Y2 - TS1 - i (Y - i)(si+l - si - 1) 
i=l 
= YS - &r(Y + 1) - i si = dim gU - 1 
i=l 
entries other than 0 or 1 (recall formula 3.10~). Since K[Y][u, l/u] has 
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the same dimension as VU , u and the entries of Y different from those which 
are evidently 0 or 1 must be algebraically independent. 
We can immediately give a new proof that K[X/r] is a unique factorization 
domain. In fact, K[X/r][l/X,] is a localization of a polynomial ring by 
Lemma 3.11, where a = (1, r), so that by Nagata’s theorem [15, Theorem 
6.3’, p. 311 it suffices to show that X, is prime in K[X/r] (so far, this is the 
same argument as given in [15, p. 381). But the primality of X, follows 
at once from Theorem 3.1*: X,K[X/r] = s3,(B,), where u = (0, 1, 2,..., 
r - 2, r). (Note that there is nothing to prove unless s < Y.) This recovers 
more than the title result of [ll] and, in fact, we can now see: 
COROLLARY 3.12. For each CT E 2, KB,[X/ ] Y is integrally closed. In other 
words, the Schubert varieties are arithmetically normal. 
Proof. Let J be the intersection of the singular primes of KB,[X/r]. It 
suffices that J (or some ideal contained in J) have grade at least 2. Since 
KB,[X/r] is Cohen-Macaulay, it suffices to show that there is an ideal I C J 
such that I is an intersection of primes of rank at least 2. 
For each i, 1 < i < Y, let j(i) be the least integer j > i such that 
si+t = si + t, 1 <t <j - 1. If sjti) <s - 1, let T(i) be the result of 
increasing the i-th entry si of o to si+i , and the entries ++I ,..., sjci) (which 
constitute the largest block of consecutive integers in (T beginning with 
si+J by 1. Thus, T(i) = (sl ,..., sip1 , G+~ , G+~ + l,... , qi) + 1, w+~ ,..., sr). 
Then dim V,, - dim V7ci) = (si+r - sJ + (j(i) - i) > 1 + 1 = 2. Hence, 
each of the primes B,(B,(,,)/B,(B,) h as rank at least 2. Call the intersection 
of these primes 1. [If there are no primes in the intersection, i.e. if sici) = s - 1 
for every i, then u = (s - Y,..., s - l), and K8,[X/r] r K[X,], where 
a = d(u) = (s - Y + 1, s). Hence, we need not consider this case.] It is 
enough, then, to show that I C J. 
Let B be the intersection of the sets BTci) for those i such that sjc2) < s - 1. 
I = !Z33K(B)/%K(Bo). It will suffice to show that 23,(B) is generated over 
233,(B,) by minors X, such that if u is the image of X, in KB,[X/r], then 
K,OIX/r][l/u] is a localization of a polynomial ring. But it is easy to see that 
B - B, consists of those sets a = {tl ,..., tr->, t, < ... < t, , such that for 
each i, si + 1 ,( ti < si+r . We can permute the (si + 1)-th through si+,-th 
columns in our situation without affecting anything pertinent. Hence, we 
can assume that a = d(o), and the result follows from Lemma 3.11. 
We next observe that the main result of [S, 91, that the ideals IH,12(X) are 
strongly generically perfect, can be recovered in the case n = 0 as a 
corollary of Theorem 3.1*. (In p rt a icu ar, 1 this includes the result that the 
ideal of t by t minors of a matrix of indeterminates is strongly generically 
perfect. This was demonstrated in [3, 4, and I] in the maximal minor case, 
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and in [16, 17, and 21 in the case t = 2. In [2] the result for t = 2 takes 
the form that the Segre product of two polynomial rings is Cohen-Macaulay. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let X be an r by s matrix of indeterminates over a$eld K 
and let 0 < i,, < i1 < ... < i, < s be a sequence of nonnegative integers, 
m < Y. Let I be the ideal of K[X] generated by the t + 1 by t + 1 minors of 
x ILit) for all t. Then I is a perfect ideal, i.e. K[X]/I is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. Let Y be an r by Y $ s matrix of indeterminates over K. Let 
sj = ijpl , 1 <j<m+ l,andletsj=i,+j-m- l,m+ 1 <j<r.Let 
(J = ( si ,..., s,). Then Ke,[Y/r] is Cohen-Macaulay and if a = (s + 1, s + Y) 
and u is the image of Y, in this ring, then u - 1 is not a zerodivisor, so that 
KB,[Y/r]/(u - 1) = K[Y/r]/(%~(B,) + (U - 1)) is Cohen-Macaulay. Since 
u maps to 1, the map K[Y/r] + KB[Y/r]/(u - 1) factors uniquely through 
K[Y/r][l/Y,] z K[XJ[Y,, l/YJ, where X = Y;‘(Y Icr,s>), and the entries 
of X and the element Y, are algebraically independent in this ring. By Lemma 
2.5b, the ideal 23,(B,) corresponds, under this map, to the ideal I. Hence, 
WNr K[XI[Ya, V’al/V+ Pa - l))r KWlIPM&J + (Ya - 1))s 
Ke,[Y/r]/(u - l), which is Cohen-Macaulay. 
LEMMA 3.14. Let S be a free Z-algebra, where Z is the integers. Let 9 
be one of the following classes of rings: 
(1) Domains. 
(2) Reduced rings. 
(3) Unique factorization domains. 
(4) Integrally closed domains. 
Suppose that for every field K, K @ S (all tensor products here are taken over 
Z) is in B. Then for every ring R in 9, R @ S is in W. 
Proof. We first prove (1) and (2). If D is a domain and D C K, K a field, 
then 0 -+ D @ S -+ K @ S is exact, since S is free. Hence, if K @ S is 
a domain or reduced, so is D @ S. This proves (I), and shows that in case (2), 
if D is a domain then D @ S is reduced. Then, if R is reduced, for each prime 
P or R, (R/P) @ S is reduced, so that P @ S is radical in R @ S. But then 
n PES~BCR p @ s = (fhSpeCR P) @ S (since S is free) = (0) @ S (since R 
is reduced) = (0) is radical in R @ S, and R @ S is reduced. 
To prove (3), let R be any unique factorization domain. For each prime 
element p in R, p @ 1 is prime in R @ S, since R @ S&p @ 1) g 
(R/pR) @ S, which is a domain by part (1). If we localize R @ S at the 
multiplicative system generated by the elements p @ I, p prime in R, we get 
K @ S, where K is the fraction field of R, and this is a unique factorization 
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domain, by hypothesis. By a variant of Nagata’s theorem we can conclude 
that R @ S is a unique factorization domain, provided that the ascending 
chain condition on principal ideals holds. But given a strictly ascending 
infinite sequence of nonzero principal ideals in R @ S, say (ui) C (~a) C ..‘, 
we have that in K @ S eventually the chain is constant: we might as well 
assume that it is constant from (ui) on in K @ S. For each t then, z&+r 
is a nonunit of R @ S but a unit of K @ S. It follows that ut/ut+i is of the 
form (rt @ l)h, where h is a unit of R @ S and rt is a nonunit of R, because 
in passing from R @ S to K @ S we are localizing at a multiplicative system 
generated by elements of R @ 1 which are prime in R @ S. Then in R @ S 
we have (writing Y = Y @ 1) 
(ul) = (UzT1) = (usr1Y2) = ... = (Ut+lYl ... It) = ..’ 
and u1 E fh ((rl ... r,R) @ S) = (&r, ... r,R) @ S (since S is free) = (0) @ S 
(since R is a unique factorization domain) = (0) and (uJ = (0), a contra- 
diction. 
Finally, suppose that R is integrally closed and let K be its fraction field. 
Let V be the set of valuation rings of K which contain R. Then R is the 
intersection of the rings in V, and since S is free we have that R @ S = 
n VEY I/ @ S, where all these rings are regarded as subrings of K @ S. 
It suffices, then, to prove the result when R is a valuation ring, say with 
maximal ideal M. Let {s,}, be a free Z-basis for S. By hypothesis, K @ S 
is integrally closed, and hence any element of the integral closure of R @ S 
lies in K @ S, and can be represented in the form g/r @ 1, where g E R @ S 
and r E R - (0). We first show that g, Y can be chosen so that g $ M @ S, 
after (possibly) subtracting off an element of R @ S from g/r @ 1. For 
suppose g = CF=, ri @ sAi . Then we can (after subtracting off an element 
of R @ S from g/r @ 1) assume that r { Y$, 1 < i < n. We can suppose 
without loss of generality that rr generates the ideal (rl ,,.., Y,) of R. Then 
g = (5 0 l)g’, where g’ = 1 @ sA1 + zF=, ri’ @ sAi , with yi’ = ri/rl , 
so that g/r @ 1 = g’/r’ @ 1, where r’ = r/r1 . Clearly, g’ 4 M @ S. 
Hence, we can assume that g $ M @ S. But since g/r @ 1 is integral over 
R @ S, g must belong to the radical of the ideal rR @ S of R @ S generated 
by Y @ 1. Since (R/M) @ S is a domain, M @ S is prime, and it follows that 
if r E M, then g E M @ S, a contradiction. Hence, r is a unit of R and 
g/r @ 1 E R @ S. 
Remark. If 2 is any commutative ring, this lemma still holds if we replace 
“field” by “field which is a Z-algebra” in its statement. 
COROLLARY 3.15. If R is reduced, then for any initial segment B of A, 
RB[X/r] is reduced. 
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If R is a domain, then for each o E 2, KeOIX/r] is a domain, and Re,[X/r] 
is integrally closed if R is. 
If R is a unique ,factorixation domain, then R[X/r] is a unique factorization 
domain. 
Proof. The rings Z,[X/r] are free Z-algebras by Lemma 2.2b, and 
the facts above have been established when R is a field. 
4. IDEAL-THEORETIC COROLLARIES 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let {y,}, be (t) d t in e erminates indexed by A, and let 
o E .+Y be given. Then &,-(B,) is a strongly generically perfect prime ideal of 
Z[yala . Hence, if R is Cohen-Macaulay, ReOIX/r] is Cohen-Macaulay. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be a graded minimal free resolution of 
Z[y&/G&(B,). Then %” has length g, , and the complex s+? is grade-sensitive. 
That is, if {u~}~ are (z) elements of a Noetherian ring R, and we make R into 
a Z[y,],-algebra by means of the homomorphism 4 which takes each ya to ua , 
then if E is any R-module of $nite type such that JE # E, where 
J = $J(@.@,))R, the grade of 1 on E is the number of vanishing homology 
groups, counting from the left, of the complex x @ E, where the tensor product 
is over Z[y& . In particular, if the grade of J on E is g, , then S @ E is 
acyclic. 
Thus, it is natural to think of z%? as a generalized Koszul complex. (4.2) 
is an immediate consequence of the main result of [14] (or the main results 
of [5]) and (4.1). (4.1) . is immediate from Theorem 3.1* and Lemma 1.2. 
Let us say that an ideal J of a ring S has form I, where I is an ideal of a ring 
R, if there is a homomorphism 4 from R to S such that J = $(I)S. The results 
of Sections 5-7 of [5] yield: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let J be a proper ideal of form G&(B,) in a Noetherian 
ring R. Then every minimal prime of J has rank at most g, . If the grade of J 
is as large as possible, i.e. g, , then J is perfect, hence grade unmixed, and all 
the associated primes of J have grade g, . If ] has grade g, and R is Cohen- 
Macaulay, then the associated primes of J all have rank g, , and RI J is again 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
5. A COMMENTONINVARIANTTHEORY 
Consider the representation of G = n:, GL(t, K) on K[u, v], K a field, 
described on p. 1027 of [8]. If K has characteristic zero, the ring of invariants 
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turns out to be K[X-1, where X- is an Y by s matrix, and if X is an r by s 
matrix of indeterminates over K, then the ideal of relations on the entries of 
X-, i.e. ker(K[X] --+ &X-I) is generated by the t + 1 by t + 1 minors of 
the matrices X /<l:s,) , 1 < t < m. It follows from the reductivity of the 
groups involved (Iznear 7e~~~~~~~~y in the terminology of [6]) that if we let 
G’ = SL(r, K) x G act by letting A E SL(r, K) take U, to AU, while 
leaving the other indeterminates fixed, then if K has characteristic zero 
the ring of invariants of G’ is K[X-/r] s Ks,[X/r], where CT = (sO ,..., s,,, , 
-%I8 -I- 1,-v s, + r - m - I). (By virtue of the reductivity, we only need 
to know that if SL(r, K) acts on #[Xl by A: X ++ AX, then the ring of 
invariants is K[X/r] ; see [1 11.) 
Hence, our results here give further supporting evidence for the author’s 
conjecture that if a reductive group acts rationally on a finite dimensional 
vector space V, then the ring of invariants of the induced action on the 
symmetric algebra of V is Cohen-Macaulay. 
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